PRODUCT OVERVIEW

COATINGS AND OILS FOR WOOD FLOORING

DISTRIBUTED BY

AKZENT – Balm for wood

BALM FOR YOUR WOOD FLOORING
AKZENT provides high-quality protection for your wooden floor. Naturalness, variety and
longevity characterise every single product in the AKZENT range. Whether varnish or
oil, for cleaning or care, initial treatment or refit – every AKZENT product is pure balm for
wood.
Choosing parquet or wood flooring is opting for quality and value. Wood as a natural
building material has stood for sustainability and durability for generations, combined
with the inimitable warmth and charm that only wood can give to a room.
Naturalness also applies to the ingredients of AKZENT products. The conscious use of
natural raw materials, water-based formulations and carefully selected raw materials
make AKZENT products the right choice wherever naturalness, health and well-being are
important to us. And they provide the best possible protection and long-lasting resistance.
AKZENT ensures your continued enjoyment of the floor and preserves its usability and
value. No matter how or where the floor is used. With AKZENT surface treatment and the
aftercare range, your floor is more than ready for any challenge that comes its way.
A good feeling for many years to come.
www.AKZENT-woodcare.com

AKZENT VARNISHES
For the ultimate resistance
and longevity.

AKZENT PRIMERS

AKZENT OILS

The right base for a good result.

Elegant appearance and reliable protection.

AKZENT JOINT PUTTY

AKZENT CLEANING
AND CARE PRODUCTS

Leave the gap? Not necessarily.

Perfect care – for long-lasting enjoyment.

AKZENT LED HARDWAX OIL
Dries in seconds with LED light.
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Primers for
wood flooring

Joint putty for wood
flooring

We have the right solution to every challenge relating to wooden floor priming. The AKZENT range includes
ethanol-based or waterborne primers as well as oils that do the job of a primer.

When filling joints, maximum filling power can be achieved with dispersion or nitrocellulose-based wood
fillers from AKZENT.

AKZENT AQUA PRIMER

AKZENT AQUA FILL

Quick drying | Reduces the edge bonding effect of waterborne varnishes | Seamless
drying | Minimal grain raising | Subtle enhancement of the wood colour | Can be used as a filler-primer |
GISCODE W2+

Economical to use | Universally applicable | Fast drying | Good volume stability | Very easy to grind |
Low-odour | GISCODE W2+

Waterborne, acrylate-based primer for applying to wood flooring before sealing with AKZENT wood flooring
varnishes

Suitable sealants
AKZENT AQUA AERIS,
AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM,
AKZENT AQUA AURUM
A+

Article no:
151810

Packaging sizes
5 l plastic container

Required quantities
Approx.
100–120 ml/m2

Shelf-life
12 months

Drying time
Approx.
60 min.

Packaging sizes
5 l plastic container

Required quantities
Approx. 50 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
60 min.
A+

Shelf-life
12 months

Colour
Beige

AKZENT MULTI PRIMER

AKZENT NC FILL

Quick drying | For universal use | Reduces the edge bonding effect of waterborne varnishes |
Isolates wood components | Dries seamlessly | Subtly enhances the wood colour | GISCODE G2

Universally applicable | Very quick-drying | Good volume stability | Easy to grind | High solvent level | GISCODE G2

Suitable sealants
AKZENT AQUA AERIS, AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM,
AKZENT AQUA AURUM, AKZENT KH PRO

Article no:
151815
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Suitable varnishes and oils
AKZENT AQUA AERIS, AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM,
AKZENT AQUA AURUM, AKZENT KH PRO, AKZENT OIL IN ONE,
AKZENT HARDWAX OIL, AKZENT OIL IN ONE COLOR
Article no:
151800

Colour
White

Ethanol-based impregnation primer for applying to wooden floors before sealing with AKZENT wood
flooring varnishes

A+

Liquid sealant for making wood putty for sealing wood flooring joints

Packaging sizes
5 l plastic container

Required quantities
Approx. 100 ml/m2

Shelf-life
15 months

Drying time
Approx. 45–60
min.

Colour
Colourless

WWW.AKZENT-WOODCARE.COM

Nitrocellulose-based liquid sealant for making wood putty for sealing wood flooring joints

Suitable varnishes and oils
AKZENT AQUA AERIS, AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM,
AKZENT AQUA AURUM, AKZENT KH PRO, AKZENT OIL IN ONE,
AKZENT HARDWAX OIL, AKZENT OIL IN ONE COLOR
Article no:
151805

Packaging sizes
10 l metal pail

Required quantities
Approx. 100 ml/m2

Shelf-life
12 months

Drying time
Approx.
20 Min.

Colour
Colourless
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Varnishes for wood
flooring and cork
Protect your new wood flooring from wear and seal it with AKZENT waterborne varnishes. These accentuate
the structure and colour of the wood in various ways and are available with various levels of gloss.

AKZENT AQUA AURUM

AKZENT AQUA AERIS

Very high wear resistance | Easy to mix | Excellent chemical resistance | Viscoplastic |
Suitable for coating children’s toys in accordance with EN 71, Part 3 | Tested according to DIN 53160, Sweat
and saliva resistance | Excellent resistance to tread marks and burn-in marks | Low-odour | Quick drying |
GISCODE W2 DD+

Easy to apply | Optimal levelling | Good chemical resistance | Low-odour| GISCODE W2+

Two-component polyurethane-based waterborne varnish for wood flooring and cork floors with heavy
to extremely heavy use in residential and commercial areas

Suitable primers
AKZENT AQUA PRIMER,
AKZENT MULTI PRIMER,
AKZENT OIL IN ONE + Hardener
A+

Article no:
151835
151840

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY PROTECT,
AKZENT EASY CLEAN

Gloss level
Semi-gloss
Matt

Shelf-life
12 months

Packaging sizes
4.5 l plastic container +
0.5 l metal canister (hardener)

Required quantities
Approx.
100–120 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
2 hours

Single-component, acrylate-polyurethane-based, waterborne varnish for wood flooring with normal to
heavy use in residential and commercial areas
Excellent filling properties | Very good abrasion resistance | Suitable for coating children’s toys in accordance with EN 71, Part 3 | Tested according to DIN 53160, Sweat and saliva resistance | Satisfies the criteria
for slip resistance, with slip rating R9 in accordance with BGR181 | Excellent chemical resistance |
Low-odour | Very good levelling properties | GISCODE W2+

A+
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Article no:
151825
151830

Gloss level
Semi-gloss
Matt

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY PROTECT,
AKZENT EASY CLEAN

Packaging sizes
5 l plastic container

Shelf-life
12 months

Suitable primers
AKZENT AQUA PRIMER,
AKZENT MULTI PRIMER,
AKZENT OIL IN ONE + Hardener
Article no:
151820

Gloss level
Semi-gloss

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY PROTECT,
AKZENT EASY CLEAN

Shelf-life
12 months

Required quantities
Approx.
100–120 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
3 hours
A+

Packaging sizes
5 l plastic container

Colour
White

Colour
White

AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM

Suitable primers
AKZENT AQUA PRIMER,
AKZENT MULTI PRIMER,
AKZENT OIL IN ONE + Hardener

Single-component, acrylate-polyurethane-based, waterborne varnish for wood flooring with normal to
moderate use in residential areas

Required quantities
Approx.
100–120 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
3 hours

Colour
White

WWW.AKZENT-WOODCARE.COM

AKZENT KH PRO

Single-component oil-based synthetic resin varnish for wood flooring in all wear categories
Universally applicable | Slip resistant | Enhances the natural wood colour | Complies with DIN 18032 Part 2,
i.e. also suitable for sports halls | Negligible edge bonding effect |
No desiccants that contain lead or cobalt | Easy to apply | Very high abrasion resistance |
Viscoplastic | GISCODE KH1
Suitable primers
AKZENT MULTI PRIMER

Article no:
151860

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY PROTECT,
AKZENT EASY CLEAN

Gloss level
Semi-gloss

Packaging sizes
5 l metal pail

Shelf-life
18 months

Required quantities
100 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
16 hours

Colour
Brown
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Oils for wood
flooring
AKZENT oils for treating wood and cork flooring add the finishing touch to the surface, with a silky sheen
and a velvety finish. Our oils also give tables and work surfaces a natural protective layer. AKZENT oils do not
contain lead or cobalt – another plus.

AKZENT OIL IN ONE

A+

AKZENT OIL HARDENER

Plant-oil-based, naturally drying oil for wood flooring in residential and commercial areas

Solvent-free hardener for tempering and improving the product properties of AKZENT oils

One-coat application possible | Multi-functional | Coating can be subsequently applied | Open-pore surface
| Solvent-free | Slip resistant | Suitable for coating children’s toys in accordance with EN 71, Part 3 | Tested
according to DIN 53160, Sweat and saliva resistance | Meets the criteria for slip resistance, category BGR181
(R9, R10 and R11) | Seamless application | Low-odour | Water-repellent | No desiccants that contain lead or
cobalt | GISCODE Ö10+

Accelerates the drying process | Improves abrasion resistance |
Improves bonding of a subsequent varnish | GISCODE DD1

Suitable sealants
AKZENT AQUA AERIS, AKZENT AQUA AURUM,
AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM, AKZENT KH PRO,
AKZENT HARDWAX OIL

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY CLEAN,
AKZENT EASY OIL PROTECT,
AKZENT CARE OIL

Required quantities
20–50 ml/m2

Article no:
151850

Shelf-life
24 months

Colour
Natural

Packaging sizes
5 l metal pail
1 l metal can

Drying time
Approx.
10 to 24 hours

Article no:
151855

Packaging sizes
0.5 l metal canister
0.1 l plastic bottle

Shelf-life
12 months

Colour
Colourless

AKZENT OIL IN ONE COLOR

AKZENT HARDWAX OIL

Multi-functional | Seamless application | Insensitive to dirt | Velvety surface |
Vapour-permeable | Single-coat application possible | Coating can be subsequently applied | Water-repellent | Can be combined with AKZENT OIL IN ONE and AKZENT HARDWAX OIL | GISCODE Ö40

Insensitive to dirt | Easy to apply | Water-repellent | Velvety surface | Meets the slip resistance criteria for
category BGR181 (R9, R10 and R11) | No desiccants
containing lead or cobalt | Vapour-permeable | Very high abrasion resistance | Enhancement of the natural
wood colour | GISCODE Ö60

Pigmented impregnation oil with natural oil-modified raw materials for wood and cork flooring and wooden
surfaces in residential and commercial areas

Suitable sealants
AKZENT AQUA AERIS, AKZENT AQUA AURUM,
AKZENT AQUA ARGENTUM, AKZENT KH PRO,
AKZENT HARDWAX OIL
A+

Suitable sealants
AKZENT KH PRO, AKZENT OIL IN ONE,
AKZENT HARDWAX OIL,
AKZENT OIL IN ONE COLOR

Article no:
151926

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY CLEAN,
AKZENT EASY OIL PROTECT,
AKZENT CARE OIL

Packaging sizes
1 l metal can

Required quantities
Approx. 20–50 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
10 to 24 hours

Hardwax oil made of natural oils and waxes, for wood flooring, tables and worktops with normal to heavy use,
in residential and commercial areas

Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY PROTECT,
AKZENT EASY CLEAN

Required quantities
30–50 ml/m2

Drying time
Approx.
16 hours
A+

Shelf-life
24 months

Article no:
151845

Packaging sizes
5 l metal pail

Shelf-life
18 months

Colour
Natural

Colours

Classic

Oak

Ashed Oak

Antique

Walnut

Light Brown

Teak

Pine

White

Cream White

Nordic White

Light Grey

Rock Grey

Sage Grey

Taupe

Terra Grey

Slate Grey

Wenge

Wooden
Black

Smoke

Black

Sunflower
Yellow

Carrot
Orange

Rusty Orange

Tobacco

Poppy Red

Rococo Pink

Berry

Mystery

Royal Blue

Shamrock
Green

Mint
Turquoise

Oxford Blue

Olive Green

Liability exclusion: The colour samples shown here are for orientation only and are not binding.
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Care and cleaning agents for
wood flooring

LED HARDWAX OIL for wood flooring, dries
within seconds in LED light
A unique mix of oils, waxes, resins and additives makes AKZENT LED HARDWAX OIL a revolutionary special
product in the wood surface treatment industry. The oil dries within seconds when exposed to LED light,
allowing the work on site to be brought to a conclusion within a very short time. The wood surface is then
immediately ready for use and is protected from dirt and moisture.

AKZENT has developed cleaning and care products for coated and oiled wood flooring, so that you can enjoy
a well-preserved, scratch-free flooring for a long time. These products are easy to use, suitable for all types of
application and can be used undiluted or diluted with water. Protecting and caring for your floor covering
and extending its service life has never been easier.

Another advantage is the significantly richer and more intense colour of the floor that can be achieved with
AKZENT LED HARDWAX OIL. Furthermore, the product offers up to 20 different colours, to suit every taste.

AKZENT CARE OIL

Heavily trafficked areas in particular benefit from the excellent properties, such as wear resistance, which also
allows project-specific use. The special LED drying method avoids the emission of harmful substances such
as ozone.
The easy care and natural appearance of AKZENT LED HARDWAX OIL and the possibility of repairing local
damage in the surface coating make this product a reliable partner in the field of surface treatment.
Protect, impregnate and enrich the appearance of your floor in no time at all with the new AKZENT LED
HARDWAX OIL, the perfect finish for your wood surfaces.

Care and maintenance oil made of naturally refined oils, for open-pore oiled surfaces
Excellent care and protection effect | Impregnating effect | Economical to use | Eliminates slight damage in
oiled surfaces | For full-surface care or partial repairs | Freshens up oiled surfaces | GISCODE Ö60
Suitable application devices
Soft, lint-free cloth
Cotton cloth
Disc cleaner
Article no:
151875

Packaging sizes
1 l metal canister

Required quantities
Approx. 10–20 ml/m2

Shelf-life
18 months

Colour
Natural

AKZENT LED HARDWAX OIL

Hardwax oil, with LED radiation curing, containing resins, oils and waxes for wood flooring and wood surfaces
in residential and commercial areas
Dries within seconds | Very high abrasion resistance | Very good chemical resistance | Ready for use immediately after LED hardening | 100 % high solid | Seamless processing | Low-odour |
Enhances the natural wood colour
Suitable cleaning products
AKZENT EASY CLEAN,
AKZENT CARE OIL

Required quantities
First layer: approx. 10–13 ml/m2,
Second layer: approx. 4–8 ml/m2

Article no:
151770

Shelf-life
12 months

Packaging sizes
1 l metal can (natural/coloured)

Drying time
A few
seconds

Cherry

Water-based care product containing wax, for open-pore oiled and impregnated wooden floors and
wooden surfaces
Water-dilutable | Optimal care effect | Low-odour | Optimal polishing after drying |
GISCODE GE10
Suitable application devices
Soft, lint-free cloth,
polish applicator,
Disc cleaner
Article no:
151885

Colours

Natural

AKZENT EASY OIL PROTECT

Natural
White

Mahogany

White

English
Colour

Creamy
White

Clay

Chalk White

Light Grey

Soft Grey

Grey

Blue Grey

Old Grey

Smoked

Packaging sizes
1 l plastic bottle

Required quantities
Approx. 10–20 ml/m2
A+

Shelf-life
24 months

Colour
White

Sand

AKZENT EASY PROTECT
Sepia Brown

Chocolate

Dark Grey

Water-based dispersion care product for wood flooring, multi-layer wood flooring, laminate flooring, PVC,
linoleum and plastic

Black

Universally applicable | Water-dilutable | Without polishing | For complete care and maintenance care |
Slip resistant | GISCODE GE10
Suitable application devices
Soft, lint-free cloth,
polish applicator

Article no:
151870

Packaging sizes
1 l plastic bottle

Required quantities
Approx. 30–40 ml/m2
A+

Shelf-life
24 months

Colour
White

Liability exclusion: The colour samples shown here are for orientation only and are not binding.
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Care and cleaning agents for
wood flooring

AKZENT
EASY PROTECT

AKZENT
EASY CLEAN

AKZENT
EASY OIL
PROTECT

AKZENT
CARE OIL
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AKZENT
LEDHARDWAX OIL

AKZENT
KH PRO

AKZENT
HARDWAXOIL

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE
COLOR

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE

AKZENT
AQUA
AURUM

AKZENT
AQUA
ARGENTUM

AKZENT
AQUA AERIS

The choice is yours...

can be used










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AKZENT
OIL IN ONE











AKZENT OIL IN
ONE AND OIL
IN ONE COLOR
AS A PRIMER

Colour
Colourless

AKZENT
HARDWAX OIL

Shelf-life
24 months

AKZENT
KH PRO

Packaging sizes
1 l plastic bottle






AKZENT
AQUA
AURUM

Article no:
151880

Required quantities
Approx. 20–30 ml/m2

European wood species
Maple (Canadian/European)

Acacia/Robinia

Birch


Pear

Beech, steamed
Beech, not steamed

Oak

Alder

Ash

Spruce

Chestnut

Pine

Cherry

Larch


Walnut (European)

Olive
Smoked Oak

Elm

Exotic (tropical) wood species
Afromosia (Kokrodua)

Bamboo


Opepe
Cabreuva

Cumaru/Almendrillo


Doussie/Afzelia
Eucalyptus


Guatambu
Rubberwood


Ipe/Lapacho
Iroko/Kambala
Jatoba

Kempas
Coconut


Mahogany
Mecrusse


Merbau
Muhuhu

Padouk

Panga Panga

Rosewood
Pitch Pine


Purpleheart
Sucupira

Teak


Wenge
Cypress

Other substrates
V100 chipboard
OSB board

AKZENT
AQUA
ARGENTUM

Suitable application devices
Soft, lint-free cloth,
disc cleaner,
polish applicator

Please also refer to our technical datasheets and technical information sheets, and test on a trial patch or carry out a bonding test if necessary. If for technical reasons strongly
solvent-based products are used, please follow TRGS 617 (Technical Rules for Hazardous Substances of the German BAuA - Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health).

Universally applicable | Water-dilutable | Very effective dirt removal | Excellent cleaning effect |
Suitable for use with floor cleaning machines | Concentrated product for diluting | GISCODE GU50

AKZENT
AQUA AERIS

AKZENT
AQUA
PRIMER

Basic cleaner and cleaning agent with non-ionic surfactants, for wood flooring, multi-layer wood flooring,
laminate flooring, PVC, linoleum and plastic. Ideal for removing heavy soiling and layers of care products or
wax.

AKZENT
MULTI
PRIMER

AKZENT EASY CLEAN

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE
COLOR

Areas of application for primers, varnishes and oils
























































limited suitability (consult STAUF application engineering staff if necessary)
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Combinations of varnishes, oils and primers for wood flooring

Wear categories parquet finishes and oils

Top layer

AKZENT AQUA
AURUM

AKZENT AQUA
ARGENTUM

AKZENT AQUA
AERIS

AKZENT
KH PRO

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE

BEANSPRUCHUNG

AKZENT
HARDWAX OIL

First layer

NORMAL

MEDIUM

HEAVY

Waterborne finishes
AKZENT
AQUA PRIMER

AKZENT
MULTI PRIMER

AKZENT
KH PRO

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE
COLOR

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE

recommended





Application method:
Without intermediate sanding/
application with
roller

Application method:
Without intermediate sanding/
application with
roller






Application method:
Without intermedi
ate sanding/
Application method:
application with
Without intermediroller
ate sanding/
application with
roller



Application method: Application method: Application method:
Additive
Additive
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
OIL HARDENER,
OIL HARDENER,
with intermediate
with intermediate
with intermediate
sanding/ with a
sanding/ with a
sanding/ with a
spatula, then roll
spatula, then roll
spatula, then roll

AKZENT
AQUA AERIS

Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300-360 ml/m²

AKZENT
AQUA
ARGENTUM





Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300 ml/m²

Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300 ml/m²





AKZENT
AQUA AURUM

Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300 ml/m²

Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300 ml/m²









Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling









Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling


Application method:
3-4 x with a roller =
360-400 ml/m²


Application method:
3 x with a roller =
360 ml/m²

Oil-based synthetic resin finishes


Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then use roller or
spatula + polishing


Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then use roller or
spatula + polishing


Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

AKZENT
KH PRO*







Application method:
2-3 x with a roller =
approx. 200-300 ml/m²

Application method:
2-3 x with a roller =
approx. 200-300 ml/m²

Application method:
3 x with a roller =
approx. 300 ml/m²

Oils
AKZENT
OIL IN ONE







Application method:
1 x with a trowel or with a roller +
polishing = approx. 20-50 ml/m²

Application method:
1 x with a trowel or with a roller +
polishing = approx. 20-50 ml/m²

Application method:
1-2 x with a trowel or 1x with a roller +
polishing = approx. 20-50 ml/m²





Application method:
1 x with a trowel or with a roller + polishing = approx. 20-50 ml/m²

Application method:
1 x with a trowel or with a roller + polishing = approx. 20-50 ml/m²


Application method:
Additive
OIL HARDENER,
with a spatula or
roller + polishing/
then rolling

limited suitability

AKZENT
OIL IN ONE
COLOR

AKZENT
HARDWAX OIL

recommended

Suitable for wood flooring

Apply with roller or
paint brush

Classified as Emicode EC1,
very low emission

Compatible with underfloor heating

Disc cleaner

Apply with a smooth,
stainless-steel trowel

Soft, lint-free cloth

German technical approval
from the German Institute for
Building Technology (DIBt).

Valid for construction products that are sold on the French market.
The basis for certification is ISO 16000 – this is equivalent to the German Institute for Building Technology (DIBt) certification.


Application method: 1 x with a trowel or
1x with a roller + polishing = approx. 20-50
ml/m², ideally reworking with layer-forming
surface treatment agents







Application method:
2 x with a roller =
approx. 100 ml/m²

Application method:
2 x with a roller =
approx. 100 ml/m²

Application method:
2 x with a roller =
approx. 100 ml/m²

limited suitability

Wear categories for AKZENT parquet finishes and oils:
Normal wear: Living areas with rooms subject to normal use, e.g. bedrooms or living rooms.
Medium wear: Rooms with frequent use, e.g. children’s rooms, hallways or living rooms.
Heavy wear: Rooms with very frequent use, e.g. in nurseries, schools, department stores, restaurants.

MEANING OF SYMBOLS
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Application method:
3 x with a roller or
2 x with a trowel + 2 x with a roller =
300-360 ml/m²


Application method:
With
intermediate
sanding,
then roll

Tips for application:
Please refer to our technical datasheets and our technical information sheets on our products and their use. If for technical reasons strongly solvent-based
products are used, please follow TRGS 617 (Technical Rules for Hazardous Substances of the German BAuA - Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health).

A+



Usage information:
It is advisable to use primers for all wear categories.
Please also refer to our technical data sheets and technical information on surface treatment.
* TRGS 617 must be adhered to if, for technical reasons, products with a high solvent content are used.

STAUF Klebstoffwerk GmbH | Oberhausener Str. 1 | 57234 Wilnsdorf, Germany
Phone +49 2739 301-0 | Fax +49 2739 301-200
info@AKZENT-woodcare.com | www.AKZENT-woodcare.com
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